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Respected Sir/Madam, 

 Grammangal (GM) NGO /Reg. Trust no. F1045 having 80G, 12A, FCRA has been operating since 1982 
mainly in the Tribal belt at Aine/Dabhon/Vikramgad in Thane district. Grammangal has been working for 
upliftment of these tribals. Realizing that the base of any upliftment is basic education, Grammnagal 
concentrates on providing modern scientific education to the children in this region. 

GM has its root in the pioneering efforts of Gijubhai Badheka, Sarladevi Sarabhai, Tarabai Modak and 

others who started in 1926 the first national movement for spreading Early Childhood Education on 

Scientific Basis. The thrust of the movement was to provide joyful learning experiences to children.  

 We have recently obtained Government recognition for our two schools in Aine and Vikramgad which 

not only provides scientific education to the students, but also provides facilities for sports, transport 

and nutritional breakfast/lunch. The objective of the schools is to provide total development including 

physical and mental development. 

 All these schools are run without any government help and funded by kind donors like you. 

Models of Education-: 

 Vikaswadi (Pre-primary and Primary) 

 Vikas Ghar (Development Houses- outside the school effort to enhance student’s learning capability 

and their caliber. GM operates 18 such Vikasghar at Vangaon , Chichani , Wai etc.) 

 Shastralya (Subject laboratories) 

 Learning Home (Informal educational center from preprimary to 10th Std.) 

 Hobby Home (Based on multiple intelligence) 

 Dwibhasha Samrudhi (Bilingual development) 

Grammangal provides teachers training and comprehensive consultancy to the agencies who want 

to implement joyful and quality learning in their schools. In this Project we have being associated 

with Jamnalal Bajaj foundation ‘Balmandir’ Wardha, UNICEF, training Programs in Jaipur (Rajasthan) 

for “Tarun Bharat Sangah” under the auspices of Times Foundation, Swaroopvardhini, Nigdi, 

Yashodara cha Trust, Gujarat SSY, Mumbai etc. 

Grammangal Publication-: 

 Shikshanvedh : Our monthly magazine is dedicated to bringing out impartial, balanced and original 

articles of high intrinsic value on new trends and methods in education, and aims at catalyzing a 

change in the Education system and methods. 

 Books: GM has published several books related to child education which are highly appreciated by 

parents and teachers as these books help implementing constrictive education. 

   Teaching and learning aids: GM teaching and learning aids are extremely popular as they are 

scientifically designed and highly engaging aids for students.  
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 Grammangal requires financial Support  by way of Donation or grant for construction, repairs, Mid-day 

meals, Uniforms, school teaching aids, Sports equipment’s, transport facility, Staff and recurring 

expenses etc. as per your choice and preference.  

The students are all day students currently from Balwadi to 6th standard, the schools will grow by 1 

standard every year from now on till we reach 10th standard from 2014. 

 From our side, we will keep you updated about the progress and please contact Shri.Ajit Mandlik on 

09869049849 for any further details. 

 Following are the details of some requirements of construction or redevelopment at Aina /Dabhon, 

Niakpada, Sukapada and Vikramgad. 

 

Place  Details Expected Expenses  

Aina Classrooms six/Subject Labs /toilets /office /Shastralaya / 

playground  

50,00,000/- 

Aina requirements Electric pump/generator /UPS/Inverter/painting 

/cupboards 

20,00,000/- 

Dabhon Roof/toilets/plastering/painting 5,00,000/- 

Sukapada Toilet/window/doors/roof/classroom 1,00,000/- 

Naikpada Roof/toilet/window/doors/electrical work/painting 2,00,000/- 

Vikramgad New Classrooms /lab. Construction /Generator /Inverter / 

Painting/storage etc. 

1 Crore 

 Monthly Recurring Expenses   3,00,000/- 

We will provide separate financial details of each requirement’s / Project as per your preference.     

We are sure that you will consider our request and will support Grammangal by giving best possible help 

to educate the Society for better tomorrow. 

 With regards 

Ajit Mandlik 

Grammangal Family 

 


